Replacing the general contractor with a "construction manager" directly accountable to the owner promises greatly improved control over cost and scheduling economies. The construction manager should have special skills in construction, cost analysis, critical path method scheduling, and be familiar with the qualifications of local subcontractors. When coordinated with fast-track scheduling (overlapping phases of design and construction that have traditionally occurred end-to-end) and pre-engineered building systems, construction management not only achieves dramatic savings in time and money, but also insures that the completed building meets the objectives for which it was originally intended. This review surveys many recent journals and several documents previously announced in ERIC catalogs pertaining to the conception and application of construction management for school building programs. The majority of the literature surveyed discusses the nature of the construction management team, emphasizing the need for the educator-client to participate directly in the decision-making processes of the building program. (Author)
Today's educational programs and community needs are changing so rapidly that a school facility requiring three or four years to build might well be obsolete before its doors open. With construction costs escalating at the rate of 1 percent per month it is obvious why school boards are seeking new ways of streamlining their school building programs. Construction management, when properly understood by the educator-client, offers significant savings in both time and money. It can also ensure that the completed facility meets the educational functions for which it was designed.

Essentially, the concept rationalizes the administrative techniques necessary for management of all phases of a building project and provides for specific contractual procedures geared to increased owner control over costs and scheduling. With the help of a skilled construction manager (usually a firm of specialists), the owner can establish direct contractual relations with all subcontractors. More realistic control is maintained over the building program than is possible under traditional owner-general contractor arrangements. The architect retains most of his traditional functions and, like the construction manager, is directly responsible to the owner.

The construction manager is responsible for organizing bidding procedures, performing regular cost and scheduling analyses, and interfacing all phases of the building program. By predicting potential costs and construction delays, he can
help the owner make design decisions early enough to avoid last-minute changes that compromise the program's objectives.

The majority of the literature surveyed in this review discusses the nature of the construction management team, emphasizing the need for the educator-client to participate directly in the decision-making processes of the building program.

While fast-track scheduling and building systems are not part of the basic concept of construction management, most writers agree that the three concepts increase in value as they are properly coordinated in a single approach. Construction management rationalizes the management of the building project; fast-tracking and building systems are among the time- and money-saving tools that may be coordinated under the construction management concept.

Fast-tracking overlaps activities in the design and construction processes that have traditionally occurred end-to-end. Thus, site preparation and excavation can begin while the designs for the schoolhouse are still on the drawing boards. Foundations may similarly be laid and the "shell" (building structure) erected before final decisions have been made concerning allocation and design of interior spaces. Use of preengineered building systems (structural, thermal, ceiling, partitions) designed on a "modular" scale permits decisions on interior arrangements to be made after the building shell has been constructed. This reduces on-site construction time and enhances the building's capacity for changing in response to future needs.

**CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT**

Cautioning that the owner must select the combination of management strategies best suited to the needs of his particular building project, Stanley (1973) describes and compares four basic types of building project delivery systems: inhouse, conventional, design-construct, and construction management.

If the owner's organization is large enough, inhouse staff may be used to handle project management conception, design, and, on occasion, construction. This eliminates any external conflicts of interest, lends itself to accelerated fast-track scheduling, and offers substantial control over all phases of the project.

Under conventional building project arrangements, the owner retains an architect-engineer firm or firms to develop a design and to award construction contracts. The risk of design "surprises" is minimized because the design is completed before construction contracts are awarded. This approach also works well with the legal requirements for public works in many states. It does not, however, lend itself to fast-track scheduling, thus necessitating longer schedules and possibly higher costs due to inflation.

Also known as turnkeying or design-build, design-construct enables the owner to contract with a single company for the design and construction of the project. The concept is simple and appealing to owners, but it also raises conflict of interest questions. Savings in both time and money can be gained when this approach is used in conjunction with fast-track scheduling and systems building techniques.

The fundamental advantage of construction management is that it allows the owner direct control over the building project and eliminates conflict of interest problems. The approach is very flexible and permits
the construction management firm to tailor its services to supplement those already available within the owner's organization. It is easily adaptable to fast-track scheduling and systems building techniques. It also offers effective cost and quality controls and facilitates maximum interaction with the owner throughout the process.

In a recent interview for American School & University ("What Construction Management Can Do for You" 1973), Charles Thomsen, the president of a firm specializing in construction management, summarizes the benefits of this approach:

> By increasing control of the building process, construction management makes it more predictable and, therefore, faster and more economical. The construction manager is a professional, performing the management and coordination roles of a general contractor, but instead of selling a product—the building—he's a manager purchasing the construction for the owner.

Thomsen points out that, unlike the general contractor who is chosen because he is low bidder, the construction manager is a professional chosen on the basis of his proven abilities to perform. The typical construction management firm consists of a number of skilled specialists drawn from throughout the building industry, including architecture, general contracting, systems engineering, and management science. Combining construction and management science skills in one coordinated team permits accurate definition of cost and scheduling alternatives, extensive owner participation in building project decision-making, and, if need be, efficient use of fast-track scheduling and systems building techniques.

Thomsen illustrates the range and variety of possible construction management services by citing the experiences of his own company in constructing a $3.5 million high school with dramatic savings in both time and money for the school district.

The traditional arrangement of client, architect, and general contractor cannot, according to Tropf (1972), provide adequate accountability to the educator-client. He recommends instead a team approach that replaces the general contractor with a "construction manager" and enables the owner to retain more control over the construction process.

The team concept simply places disciplines on cost, duration and quality and gives to the owner direct control and accountability of these disciplines. Expediting construction under the team concept of construction manager has resulted in cost savings of twenty to forty percent when compared with conventional methods. And, most importantly, cost and duration became known controllable factors early in the project.

Serving as an agent of the owner in dealing directly with trade contractors, the construction manager can help eliminate much of the speculation associated with conventional bidding practices. He must be knowledgeable about the practicality of different construction methods and familiar with the limitations and abilities of local subcontractors. He should also be independent of the architect and may be paid by the hour, at a lump sum fee, or at an hourly rate with a "not-to-exceed" figure.

A good construction manager is expert at cost-estimating and skilled in construction work allocation, scheduling, and supervision. By performing value engineering on each design concept, construction method, and building component, he can give the owner reasonably-accurate estimates of project costs. He is also responsible for purchasing and performance schedules and expedites all communication with the bidders.
For effective involvement in the management team, the owner must have a direct contractual relationship with each firm providing materials or services. Pointing out that design has an inherent conflict with cost and duration, Trepp advises the owner to establish a check and balance system under his direct control. He also recommends fees based on services and materials rather than on a percentage of costs. Preliminary plans should be completed prior to asking voter approval to build. Planning funds may be obtained by asking the voters’ approval or, in some cases, from special state planning grants.

Perkins (1971) agrees that construction management techniques can eliminate costly scheduling delays and increase owner control of construction options. By predicting potential complications and budget excesses in advance, a well-organized construction management team can make decisions early enough to prevent troublesome compromises between the building’s design and program objectives.

If school boards and administrators are to accept the new responsibilities necessary for effective construction management, they must understand four basic concepts:

- As key member of the project development team, the client must be ready to deal effectively with team organization, identification of project needs, and final decision-making.
- Members of the team should be able to handle all problems relating to the building program, particularly those pertaining to project costs and construction technicalities.
- The team should enter the project early enough to control programming and conceptual design decisions and ensure maximum utilization of all its options, including control of future costs and time expenditures.

### II. DEFINITION

Construction management is defined as 'a management alternative to provide construction expertise from the very early stages in order to have construction concept and cost control concurrent with the development of the design concept.' A construction management firm is responsible for cost estimates and budget control, review of design during the entire process, construction scheduling, pre-purchasing of critical materials and equipment for the owner where necessary, advising on the method of obtaining contractors, recommending the award of contract(s) on the basis of competitive bidding, and coordination and direction of all construction activities.

quoted in Perkins (1971)

- If programming, design, and construction schedules are overlapped in a single "phased" (fast-track) process, construction may begin before the design stages are completed, thereby significantly reducing overall project time.

With early planning, legal restrictions pertaining to phased construction can be confronted and resolved without interrupting project momentum. Similarly, by identifying the numerous components required for building, the construction manager can analyze cost and availability options in advance and effectively coordinate the many contracts required by phased scheduling.

Perkins concludes with a brief summary of questions owners may ask in evaluating prospective construction management firms. A competent firm should give adequate information about its background and relation to the field, the types of consultants and services it provides, and what legal responsibilities it will assume.
Ideas for making the construction process shorter, smoother, and more economical appear in a speech by MacMahon (1971). After reviewing the major problems in public construction, he recommends development of a construction manager position to be filled by a person who is skilled in all aspects of construction and who would represent the owner’s interests.

According to MacMahon, poor construction management is the major cause of project time-problems. Critical areas where a construction manager might contribute to a more efficient building program are outlined and discussed.

Architects can provide construction management services, Meathe (1973) reports, provided they fully understand its principles. The approach involves four simple actions:

1. identifying the problems and the problem areas
2. reviewing various options to which these problems might respond
3. making decisions based on this evidence
4. implementing those decisions as quickly as possible after they are made

Architects wishing to enter this field must possess skills in cost-estimating, critical path method scheduling, financial planning, and client relations. Meathe’s description of these skills stresses the value of cooperative team planning and use of fast-track scheduling techniques.

Proper management of scheduling and construction can avoid the effect of cost escalation over long periods of building without sacrificing quality of design, materials, or equipment. Savings also result from dividing contracts into the optimum number of bid packages to provide for adequate competition and realistic prices. If those contracts are bid as close to actual installation as possible, the contractor does not have to speculate against inflated costs.

Cautioning that there are few precedents for defining the legal aspects of construction management, Collins (1972) briefly describes seven areas of potential liability: substantial performance, interpretation of time, impossibility of performance, third-party impairments, reliance on promises, notice/participation in condition of planning and construction, and damages. He suggests that educators may avoid costly court cases by drafting legal contracts according to methods of reasoning and analysis outlined in his discussion.

**CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT TOOLS**

Speeches by university administrators (Lamison and others 1972) detail the use of new management techniques and fast-track scheduling for the construction of three separate student housing facilities. In addition to itemizing recommended procedures for all aspects of the program, the speeches identify potential pitfalls and point out possible disadvantages of fast-tracking. Because such a high premium is placed on the forward momentum of the project, input from all interested members of the educational community is limited once fast-tracking is in motion. Effective fast-tracking also depends on rapid circulation of information to all parties, thus placing a burden on the educator-client to have a representative at all meetings.

Coordinating construction management with fast-track scheduling and systems building techniques offers speed of response, flexibility, economy, and more opportunity for the educator-client to participate in the design process. King (1972) describes the characteristics of each of these concepts and cites examples of how their combined
use results in improved educational facilities. “Systems building” rationalizes the decision-making process in building design and construction and may, though not necessarily, employ “building systems” of preengineered components to achieve benefits in economy, quality, and speed. Building systems are factory-constructed according to “modular” dimensions that permit their rearrangement in response to various design requirements. They work well with the overlapping schedules of fast-tracking because their modular design requires minimal on-site effort. In addition, their flexibility means that the interior designs for a building need not be completed before initial construction begins.

King points out that use of a construction manager takes the management role of contracting out of the realm of profit-based business and places it under the direct control of the client. He also gives a brief description of the skills necessary for a construction manager to integrate the advantages of fast-tracking and building systems.

The successful use of construction management and a modified systems approach to coordinate building four additions to Detroit public schools is evaluated in a recent CEPJ Journal article by Featherstone (1972). Average cost savings amounted to $6.60 per square foot, and completion time was an estimated 60 percent of that expended by comparable programs using conventional methods.

Featherstone’s analysis emphasizes the value of performance specifications, phased bidding, and fast-track scheduling. He also stresses the need for intensive owner involvement and close cooperation among all participants of the project. Many of his findings reinforce conclusions presented by other articles surveyed in this review. Some additional observations are worth noting.

- Not all building programs lend themselves to acceleration, nor do their needs demand the concentrated effort required.
- Most schools built in the same region have certain common elements (components) which lend themselves to repetition without the limitations of design standardization.
- The ability of school board owners to respond quickly to community needs for school facilities may have societal benefits as well as economic advantages.
- Phased bidding increases the owner’s hold on costs but adds somewhat to risk, increasing need for owner competence and administrative flexibility.
- Through the experience and confidence gained by the participants, the cost/time efficiency factors can be expected to improve markedly in a subsequent program which utilizes some or all of the original building team members.

Excellent client cooperation and coordination of building systems with fast-track scheduling by a construction manager enabled completion of two vocational schools in nine months (“Bell and Howell Schools” 1972). Client willingness to defer decisions until the appropriate stage of the project was instrumental in keeping design options open and ensuring that the buildings were not functionally obsolete the day they opened. As a result of the use of modular building systems, the completed facilities are flexible enough to ensure client options remaining open for the forty-year lifetime of the buildings.

Use of preengineered building systems greatly facilitated the tight design/construct schedule of the two schools. The construction manager’s knowledge of current construction-industry conditions provided for numerous cost-cutting decisions.
Effective fast-tracking also entailed the manager's close supervision of every phase of the project, thereby preventing costly time lags caused by late deliveries of materials or other schedule breakdowns.

While building systems, fast-tracking, and construction management each has its own kinds of risks, the successful coordination of the three concepts by a qualified construction manager can provide attractive and cost-effective facilities with a high degree of flexibility.
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